Hydraulic Hose Disconnect
There are three Reverb™ Stealth hydraulic hose connection types.
1. Hose barb with barb sleeve (compatible with Reverb Stealth A2 and B1)
2. Connectamajig™ (compatible with Reverb Stealth A2 and B1)
3. Hose barb with barb strain relief nut (compatible with Reverb Stealth B1 and Reverb 1x™ Remote).
For a Connectamajig hose assembly, either the Connectamajig coupler can be removed from the poppet valve cover, or the Connectamajig hose
coupler can be removed from the Connectamajig coupler (pictured in step 1). The Connectamajig coupler does not have to be removed from the
seatpost poppet valve cover to perform service.
The hydraulic hose must be disconnected from the seatpost for all service procedures. Follow the procedure below for the hose connection type on
your Reverb Stealth.
The hose does not need to be disconnected from the remote lever for seatpost service.

⚠ WARNING
Do not allow Reverb hydraulic fluid to come into contact with any brake components. Contaminated brake components can compromise brake
performance, may cause brake failure, and can lead to serious injury and/or death.

1

Disconnect the hydraulic hose from the seatpost. Use a shop towel to
wipe away any hydraulic fluid.

Hose Barb and Barb Sleeve

Hose Barb with Barb Sleeve: Unthread and remove the hose barb and
hose assembly from the poppet cover.

10 mm

7 mm

Connectamajig Hose Coupler: Unthread and remove the hose coupler
from the Connectamajig coupler. Service can be performed with the
Connectamajig coupler installed.

Connectamajig Hose Coupler

9 mm

6 mm

Hose Barb with Barb Strain Relief Nut: Secure a plastic cable tie on
the hose. The cable tie will prevent the nut from dropping inside the
frame seat tube.

Hose Barb and Barb Strain Relief Nut

Unthread and remove the strain relief nut and hose assembly from the
poppet cover.
Wipe away any excess fluid from the hose barb.

15 mm

13 mm

Hydraulic Hose Disconnect
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50/200/400 Hour Service

Lower Post Removal

Service procedures are the same for all seatpost hose connection types. Connectamajig™ is pictured.

NOTICE
Use bench vise soft jaw inserts to prevent damage to the seatpost or any seatpost component when clamping it into a vise. Clamp each component
only tight enough to prevent it from spinning in the soft jaws. To prevent the part from slipping, clean the vise soft jaw inserts with isopropyl alcohol
and a clean shop towel before use.

1

Clamp the lower post into a bench vise and Park Tool® AV-5 soft jaw
vise inserts, with the post head facing down.

Bench Vise with Park Tool AV-5 Vise Inserts

2

A2: Remove the retaining ring from the lower post.

A2

Retaining Ring Pliers

B1: Pry the scalloped end of the retaining ring out of the groove. Slide
the pick around the rim of the lower post to pry the retaining ring from
the lower post.

B1

3

Pick

Push the upper post up to expose the poppet valve housing base plate
lock ring.

Lower Post Removal
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4

Clamp the poppet housing wrench flats tightly in a vise with flat soft jaw
inserts. Remove the lock ring from the poppet valve housing.

26 mm

5

A2: Remove the lock ring o-ring.
Clean the lock ring and o-ring.
Apply grease to the o-ring and reinstall it.

A2

6

Remove the seatpost from the vise. Clamp the lower post into the
bench vise and Park Tool® AV-5 soft jaw vise inserts, with the post head
facing up.
Unthread the seatpost top cap. Slide the top cap up to the post head.

34 mm

7

Pull the upper post assembly up and remove it from the lower post.
Remove the lower post tube from the vise. Clean the inside and
outside of the lower post with isopropyl alcohol and a clean shop
towel, then set it aside.

Lower Post Removal
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8

A2: Push the volume spacer from the lower post with a dowel.

A2

9

355 mm & 420 mm (100 mm Travel), 420 mm (125 mm Travel)

Clamp the upper post head into the vise with flat soft jaws.
Remove the three brass keys from the upper post.
On page 7, record the number of lines, which indicate key size, marked
on the brass keys for future reference. If worn, the brass keys must be
replaced with new brass keys of the same size.
Clean the upper post and keys with isopropyl alcohol and a clean
shop towel.

Example: 3 lines = size 3 key

To continue with the 50 Hour Service proceed to Brass Keys Installation.

Lower Post Removal
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200 (B1) Hour Service

To p C a p a n d S e a l H e a d B u s h i n g R e p l a c e m e n t

Dissassembly and service procedures are the same for all seatpost hose connection types. Connectamajig™is pictured.
The following steps are to be completed during the B1 200 hour service interval and include replacing parts included in the Reverb™ Stealth B1
Service Kit - 200 hours. These steps do not require complete disassembly of the upper post assembly and are not included in the B1 400 hour
service.
B1 - To continue with the 400 Hour Service proceed to Inner Shaft Disassembly (B1).
A2 - To continue with the 200 Hour Service proceed to Inner Shaft Disassembly (A2).

1

Remove the foam ring from the inner shaft assembly and discard the
foam ring.

2

Remove the bottomout o-ring from the inner shaft assembly and
discard the bottomout o-ring.

3

Spread and remove the seal head bushing and discard the seal head
bushing.

NOTICE
The seal head bushing may have sharp edges. Do not scratch the inner
shaft with the bushing. Scratches will cause leaks.

4

Remove the seal head o-ring. Pinch the o-ring, lift it from the o-ring
groove, and remove it. Discard the o-ring.

Pick

Top Cap and Seal Head Bushing Replacement
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5

Remove the top cap assembly from the upper post and discard it.

6

Apply a liberal amount of SRAM® Butter grease around the inside of a
new top cap assembly and onto the seals.

Spray isopropyl alcohol onto the upper post and inner shaft assembly
and wipe them with a clean shop towel.

Install the new top cap assembly, dust wiper seal end first, onto the
upper post assembly over the seal head. Slide the top cap assembly
down until it is positioned below the upper post key slots.

NOTICE
Ensure the dust wiper seal slides over the seal head without folding the
outer lip of the seal.

7

Install a new o-ring and bushing over the poppet valve housing
assembly and onto the seal head. Pinch the bushing to secure it
around the seal head and o-ring.

Top Cap and Seal Head Bushing Replacement
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8

Install a new bottomout o-ring and foam washer over the poppet valve
housing assembly and onto the inner shaft.

NOTICE
Do not damage the foam washer during installation.

To continue with the 200 (B1) Hour Service proceed to Brass Key Installation.

Top Cap and Seal Head Bushing Replacement
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200 (A2) & 400 (B1) Hour Service

To p C a p I n s t a l l a t i o n

1

Apply a liberal amount of SRAM® Butter grease around the inside of a
new top cap assembly and onto the seals.

2

Use isopropyl alcohol and a shop towel to clean the outside of the
upper post.
Install the new top cap assembly, dust wiper seal end first, onto the
upper post assembly. Slide the top cap assembly down until it is
positioned below the upper post key slots.
Apply a light coat of SRAM Butter grease to the outside of the upper
post, above the top cap assembly.

NOTICE
Ensure the dust wiper seal slides over the upper post without folding
the outer lip of the seal.

Top Cap Installation
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50/200/400 Hour Service

Lower Post Installation

1

Apply a liberal amount of SRAM® Butter grease onto the seal head
bushing.

2

Apply a liberal amount of SRAM Butter grease to the inside of the lower
post tube.

3

Install the lower post onto the upper post.
Center the bottomout o-ring and foam ring, squeeze the inner seal
head bushing, and slide the lower post down over the seal
head bushing.

Lower Post Installation
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50/200/400 Hour Service

Brass Key Installation

NOTICE

New Brass Key

Side-to-side movement of the upper tube is an indication that the brass
keys are worn and need to be replaced. Vertical lines on the key are an
indication that the key is worn.
New brass keys must be the same size and have the same number of
etched lines as the original brass keys for proper function.
Refer to the RockShox® spare parts catalog at
www.sram.com/service for a list of brass key kits available.

Worn Brass Key

1

Apply a liberal amount of SRAM® Butter grease onto each key slot.

Install new brass keys into the key slots. The orientation of the brass
keys is not critical.
Apply a liberal amount of SRAM Butter grease onto the brass keys and
upper post.

Slide the top cap up and down to lubricate the top cap seal.

Brass Key Installation
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2

Align the lower post key slots with the brass keys and ensure the laser
etched RockShox® logo is aligned with the back of the seatpost head.

Key Slots

Hold each brass key in place and slide the lower post down until it
engages the keys. Continue to slide the lower post down over the
brass keys.
Slide the top cap up until it contacts the lower post threads. Thread the
top cap onto the lower post by hand.

3

Tighten the top cap.
Remove the seatpost from the vise.

NOTICE
Do not scratch the upper post with the wrench. Scratches can allow
contaminants to enter the lower tube, damage the upper post outer
surface, and degrade performance.

34 mm

27-29 N•m (238-256 in-lb)

Brass Key Installation
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50/200/400 Hour Service

Lock Ring and Retaining Ring Installation

Assembly procedures are the same for all seatpost hose connection types. Connectamajig™ is pictured.

1

Clamp the lower post back into the vise and Park Tool® AV-5 vise
inserts with the post head facing down.
Push the upper post up to expose the poppet valve housing.

2

Insert the poppet housing base plate lock ring onto the poppet valve
housing, wrench flats facing up, and thread it on by hand.

26 mm

5.7-7.9 N•m (50-70 in-lb)

11 mm

Tighten the base plate lock ring.

NOTICE
Do not scratch the inner shaft with the wrench as this is a critical
sealing surface. Surface scratches can cause leaks and reduce
performance.

3

Pull the upper post down to full extension to seat the base plate lock
ring in the lower post.

B1

B1: Install the retaining ring into the lower tube. Insert the flat end into
the groove first, and use your finger to guide the retaining ring around
the end of the lower tube until it snaps completely into the groove.
A2: Install the retaining ring into the lower tube.
Remove the seatpost from the vise.

⚠ CAUTION
Confirm the retaining ring is securely in place before continuing. Failure
to properly secure the retaining ring will result in collapse of the upper
post when weight is applied.
Retaining Ring Pliers

A2

B1

Lock Ring and Retaining Ring Installation
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